life is
SACRED

PROCLAIMING THE GOSPEL OF LIFE
from the gospel of life (evangelium vitae), 80–82

“That which was from the beginning, which we have

heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have
looked upon and touched with our hands, concerning the
word of life...we proclaim also to you, so that you may
have fellowship with us” (1 Jn 1:1, 3). Jesus is the only
Gospel: we have nothing further to say or any other witness to bear.
To proclaim Jesus is itself to proclaim life. For Jesus
is “the word of life” (1 Jn 1:1). In him “life was made
manifest” (1 Jn 1:2); he himself is “the eternal life which
was with the Father and was made manifest to us” (1
Jn 1:2). By the gift of the Spirit, this same life has been
bestowed on us. It is in being destined to life in its
fullness, to “eternal life,” that every person’s earthly life
acquires its full meaning.
Gratitude and joy at the incomparable dignity of man impel us to share this message with everyone: “that which we
have seen and heard we proclaim also to you, so that you
may have fellowship with us” (1 Jn 1:3). We need to bring
the Gospel of life to the heart of every man and woman
and to make it penetrate every part of society…
This involves above all proclaiming the core of this Gospel. It is the proclamation of a living God who is close to
us, who calls us to profound communion with himself and
awakens in us the certain hope of eternal life. It is the affirmation of the inseparable connection between the person, his life and his bodiliness. It is the presentation of
human life as a life of relationship, a gift of God, the fruit
and sign of his love. It is the proclamation that Jesus has
a unique relationship with every person, which enables us
to see in every human face the face of Christ. It is the call
for a “sincere gift of self” as the fullest way to realize our
personal freedom.
It also involves making clear all the consequences of this
Gospel. These can be summed up as follows: human life,
as a gift of God, is sacred and inviolable. For this reason
procured abortion and euthanasia are absolutely unacceptable. Not only must human life not be taken, but it
must be protected with loving concern. The meaning of

life is found in giving and receiving love, and in this light
human sexuality and procreation reach their true and full
significance. Love also gives meaning to suffering and
death; despite the mystery which surrounds them, they
can become saving events. Respect for life requires that
science and technology should always be at the service
of man and his integral development. Society as a whole
must respect, defend and promote the dignity of every
human person, at every moment and in every condition
of that person’s life.
To be truly a people at the service of life we must propose these truths constantly and courageously from the
very first proclamation of the Gospel, and thereafter in
catechesis, in the various forms of preaching, in personal dialogue and in all educational activity. Teachers, catechists and theologians have the task of emphasizing the
anthropological reasons upon which respect for every human life is based. In this way, by making the newness of
the Gospel of life shine forth, we can also help everyone
discover in the light of reason and of personal experience
how the Christian message fully reveals what man is and
the meaning of his being and existence. We shall find important points of contact and dialogue also with non- believers, in our common commitment to the establishment
of a new culture of life…We must use appropriate means
to defend the faithful from all teaching which is contrary
to it. We need to make sure that in theological faculties,
seminaries and Catholic institutions sound doctrine is
taught, explained and more fully investigated.
In the proclamation of this Gospel, we must not fear hostility or unpopularity, and we must refuse any compromise or ambiguity which might conform us to the world’s
way of thinking (cf. Rom 12:2). We must be in the world
but not of the world (cf. Jn 15:19; 17:16), drawing our
strength from Christ, who by his Death and Resurrection
has overcome the world (cf. Jn 16:33).

Pope St. John Paul II on his Encyclical The Gospel of Life (1995): “…[it] is meant to be a precise and vigorous
reaffirmation of the value of human life and its inviolability, and at the same time, a pressing appeal addressed
to each and every person in the name of God: respect, protect, love and serve life, every human life! Only in this
direction will you find justice, development, true freedom, peace and happiness!”
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